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FORMULATOR and BellHawk barcode inventory & production control collaboration
Formulator Software & BellHawk join forces to help Clients control inventory and production
with Barcode Technology
May 15, 2013 – Jim DeGroff, Managing Partner of Formulator Software, LLC and Peter Green, President and
CTO of BellHawk Systems Corporation agreed to a joint collaboration combining FORMULATOR software
Lab-Book development tools with the BellHawk barcode inventory and production control technology.
The resulting collaboration makes available the BellHawk barcode tracking technology to Formulator batch
manufacturing accounts that are interested in limited or full control of their warehouse inventory and operations
from receipt, put-away, and movement of raw materials to the production, picking, packing and shipping of
finished products.
Formulator can be used in the laboratory to develop new and revised formulas, test and approve new raw
materials, create finished products including container components and meet regulatory or nutritional
requirements. When ready to inventory and produce products, the laboratory formulation data is sent to the
BellHawk which then tracks the receipt and cost of the raw materials, warehousing, batching and filling of
products. The cost of raw materials can be sent from BellHawk to Formulator to ensure that the Formulating
Chemist or Food Technologist is working with the latest cost data while developing formulas and recipes.
Production Quality Control by the laboratory can be exchange between Formulator and BellHawk. BellHawk
can also exchange financial and materials planning data with a wide range of accounting and ERP systems.
Formulator Software, LLC supplies software for formulation development and improvement, performance
property calculations and cost analysis with QC test functions and regulatory MSDS forms with Hazardous
Container Label output and nutrient calculations. They serve Formulation Chemists, Regulatory Agents and
Food Technologists in Specialty Chemicals (i.e. Adhesive, Paint, Ink, Cleaning Materials, Lubricants,
Polymers), Cosmetics & Drugs, Nutritional and Food Industries. www.formulatorus.com/
BellHawk Systems Corporation provides the BellHawk software to enable industrial organizations to solve
operational problems such as real-time inventory and production tracking and warehouse management. Its
clients include batch manufacturers, food processors, laboratories, cosmetics and over-the-counter
pharmaceutical contract manufacturers. www.BellHawk.com

